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Abstract
We consider the joint pricing and inventory decision problem for a single retailer who
orders, stocks and sells multiple products. The products are competitive in nature,
e.g., these maybe similar products from multiple brands. Demand for a product
depends on its price as well as the price of all competing products. We show that
the optimal pricing and inventory policy is similar to the base-stock, list-price policy
which is known to be optimal for the single product case. In addition, the base-stock
level of each product is nonincreasing with the inventory level of other products. This
structure suggests that one can improve profit by simultaneously managing all the
products rather than managing each product independently of other products.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Traditional inventory models focus on optimal replenishment strategies for a single
product so as to maximize the expected total profit over a finite planning horizon.
They often assume that the product's price is exogenously determined and its demand
is not influenced by its substitutes or competitors. While in practice, manufacturing
and retail companies become more and more aware of the importance of coordinat-
ing inventory and pricing strategies. They are constantly seeking innovative pricing
strategies to maximize their revenue. For example, Ford executives credited the effort
of using pricing strategies to better match supply and demand with $3 billion growth
between 1995 and 1999.
Also noticeable in supply chain practice is that manufacturers usually produce a
variety of similar products at the same time and retailers sell same products from
different brands. The demand for these products is highly correlated, which is crucial
in the company's decision making process. A typical example will be a manufacturer
of memory sticks. If the price of a 1G memory stick becomes reasonably cheap, the
demand for 512M memory sticks will be reduced. Unfortunately, the single prod-
uct inventory model fails to explore the correlation between the demand of different
products, and thus it is not appropriate in these settings.
In this thesis, we consider a joint pricing and inventory problem for a single retailer
who orders, stocks and sells multiple products. Demand for a product in different
periods is independent of each other and their distributions depend on the product
price as well the price of other products sold by the retailer. Pricing and ordering
decisions are made at the beginning of each period and all shortages are backordered.
We seek a joint inventory and pricing strategy so as to maximize the retailer's total
expected profit across all products over the finite time horizon. We show that if the
products are competitive in nature, e.g., these are similar products from multiple
brands, the optimal pricing and inventory policy is a modified base-stock, list-price
policy, where the base-stock level and optimal price of each product are nonincreasing
with the inventory level of other products.
1.2 Literature Review
In the past decades, the coordination of inventory and pricing strategies has been
the focus for many papers. Federgruen and Heching [4] considered a finite horizon,
periodic review, single-product model with stochastic demand which is linear with
price and independent across time periods. They showed the optimal policy is a
"base-stock, list-price" policy. That is, at each time of t, there exists a constant
base-stock level and a list-price such that if the inventory level at the beginning of
time t is less than the base-stock level, it is optimal to order up to that level and
charge list price. Otherwise, it is optimal not to order and charge a price smaller
than the list-price. Furthermore, the optimal price when the initial inventory level
is above the base-stock level is a nonincreasing function of the initial inventory level.
They compared their strategy with the fixed price strategy and showed that the
total expected profit for a company can be significantly increased under their joint
pricing and inventory decision model. Chen and Simchi-Levi [3] extended Federgruen
and Heching's model and got the optimal inventory and pricing policy for inventory
models with fixed ordering cost and general demand-price relationships.
There also exists a significant amount of literature on the optimal inventory strat-
egy of managing competitive products under various substitution rules. McGillivray
and Silver[7] first studied the optimal inventory policy for two substitutable products
in the EOQ context. They assume demand is deterministic and substitution happens
with a certain probability when one item is in shortage. Parlar and Goyal[8] mod-
eled a two-substitutable-product problem in the newsvendor problem context. Bassok
etc. [1] studied the N-substitutable-product newsvendor problem under full downward
substitution rule, i.e. the excess demand for product i can be satisfied using product
j for any j < i. They showed that the optimal inventory policy is a modified base
stock policy, where the base stock level for each product is a nonincreasing function
of the initial inventory level vector.
Despite the success of various substitutable-product inventory models, there are
relatively few literature on joint pricing and inventory models for multiple products.
Gilbert[6] developed a nonlinear programming model for the joint pricing and in-
ventory decision of managing multiple products. They assume the the demand of
the products are deterministic and interrelated through price, i.e. the demand for
one product not only depends on its own price but also depends on other products'
price. They developed an algorithm to solve the nonlinear programming problem and
gave the numerical values of the optimal pricing and inventory policies. Recently,
Zhu&Thonemann[10] suggested a model for the joint pricing and inventory decision
for managing two products over finite horizon. They assume for each product, the
demand is stochastic and is linear with the price of both products. They showed that
the inventory policy is a modified base-stock policy and the pricing policy has various
structures depending on the specific demand-price relationship.
In Chapter 2, we derive a demand model to capture the competitive relationship
among the n products and model the retailer's decision making process as a dynamic
program. In Chapter 3, we identify the optimality conditions of the dynamic pro-
gramming recursion and characterize the optimal policy as a function of the Lagrange
multipliers. We divide the state space of initial inventory levels into several regions
and analyze properties of the optimal pricing and inventory policies in each region. In
Chapter 5 we provide numerical results and in Chapter 6, we discuss the extensions
and concluding remarks. All proofs are presented in the appendix.

Chapter 2
Model Description
2.1 The Model
Consider a single retailer who orders, stocks and sells n competitive products indexed
by i = 1, 2,...,n. Let
Dt = (dtl,..., dt')'= demand in period t, (2.1)
xt = (Xtl,... ,tn)' = initial inventory level at the beginning of period t,(2.2)
yt = (Ytl,..., Ytn)' = order-up-to level in period t, (2.3)
Pt = (Ptl,. .. ,ptn)'= retail price in period t. (2.4)
At the beginning of each time period t, the retailer reviews the inventory levels xt
and decides the optimal order-up-to levels Yt as well as the optimal retail prices pt
to maximize the expected total profit over a finite planning horizon T.
Demand for the n products is correlated, which means that in any time period t,
the demand for one product depends not only on its own retail price, but also on the
retail price of the other n - 1 products. In addition, the n products are competitive,
so if the retail price for product i is increased, not only will the i's demand be
decreased, but also the demand for other products, other than i, will be increased.
This implies that all the products serve similar functions, and thus are substitutable
for each other. Customers therefore tend to buy cheaper products to substitute their
demand for product i. We use the following linear form demand function to model
the competitive relationship:
Dt -= t + bt - Atpt (2.5)
The random vector Et with positive support represents the uncertainty in future de-
mand. As usual, we assume demand uncertainty is independent across the time
periods, i.e., for each product i, cti is independent of ct'i, for any t' / t. The constant
vector bt is the expected demand in period t if the prices of all the product are set
at zero. The matrix At models the competitive relationship among the n products.
It has the following properties:
1. A' = At, i.e., At is symmetric.
2. atii > O, atij < 0 i f· j.
3. A is diagonal dominant, or
ati> latij (2.6)
From now on, we call a matrix with the above properties a competitive matrix. The
structure of At indicates the competitive relationship among the n products. First,
atji > 0 means that if we increase the price of product i, we will decrease its own
demand. This retains the price-demand relationship for the single product case.
Second, atij < 0, j i means that if we increase the price of product j, the demand
for i will increase; this implies that from the customers point of view, i and j are
substitutable. Third, At being diagonal dominant implies that the demand for certain
products is more affected by changing its own price than changing all other products'
prices. Also, diagonal dominance guarantees that when all the products' prices are
raised, the total expected demand E[Dt] = E', E[Dti] decreases.
Beside modeling interest, a competitive matrix also has some very interesting
mathematical properties which are essential to the derivation of the optimal pricing
and inventory decision. We'll state and prove those interesting properties in the
Appendix.
Let the ordering costs be proportional to the order quantities and denote by cti
the unit ordering cost of product i in period t. Assume there's no lead time, i.e. re-
plenishment orders become available immediately. Unsatisfied demand is backlogged.
So at the end of each period t, the retailer encounter an inventory holding cost if
the inventory level exceeds the demand or backlogging cost if there is not enough
inventory to satisfy demand. We assume the inventory holding and backorder cost
ht(yt - Dr) is fully decoupled across products:
n
ht(yt - Dt) = hi(ti - Dti). (2.7)
i=l
Now we can formulate the retailer's decision making problem as a dynamic pro-
gramming problem. At the beginning of period t = 1, 2, ... , T, with starting inventory
xt = (Xtl,..., xtn)' , the retailer's optimal profit is
vt(xt) = maxGt(yt,pt) (2.8)
s.t. yt 2 xt, (2.9)
where
Gt(y, p) = -ct -(y - x) + p . E[Dt] - E[ht(y - Dt)] + yE[vt+L(y - Dt)]. (2.10)
Note that (2.8) follows directly from dynamic programming recursion. Gt is the
optimal expected profit from period t to T right before the ordering and pricing
decisions are made at time t and vt represents the optimal expected profit after the
joint pricing and inventory decisions are made at time t. For the terminal condition,
we set VT+1 = 0.
To facilitate our analysis, we do a change of variables
zt = Yt + Atpt - bt. (2.11)
Then (2.8) can be rewritten as
Vt(x) = maxJt(zt,pt) (2.12)
s.t zt - AtPt > x - bt, (2.13)
with
Jt(z, p) = bt -p+ct-Atp-p-Atp-ctbt+ct.x-ct.z-E[ht(z-c)]+±yE[vt+l(z-e)].
(2.14)
To derive the optimal policy, we need the following assumptions on the expected
inventory holding and backorder cost, E[hti(zti - Eti)], as a function of zti:
Assumption 2.1. E[hti(zti - Eti)] is twice-continuously differentiable almost every-
where and strictly convex. i.e. oq2E[h ) > 0.
Assumption 2.2. E[hti(zti - Eti)] -+ +00 as zti -• +oo.
Assumption 2.3. dE[hti(zti-eti)] is bounded as zta -+ oo.dzti
Note that a slight variation of the linear holding and backlogging cost function:
h(y - D) = hi max(0, D - y) + h 2 max(0, y - D) + exp(-ly - DI) - 1 (2.15)
satisfies all the above assumptions. Figure 2.1 shows what h(x) look like for hi = 5,
h2 = 10, we can see that h(x) is very close to the linear holding and backlogging cost
function:
ho(x) = 5 max(x, 0) + 10 max(-x, 0) (2.16)
,and as IxI -- oc, h(x) -> ho(x)+ 1, h'(x) -ý h'(x) and h"(x) -* h"(x).
Holding and Backlogging Cost h1=5, h2=10
Figure 2-1: Holding and Backordering Cost

Chapter 3
Optimal Policy
3.1 Optimal Policy Analysis
The work of Federgruen&Heching [4] and Chen&Simchi-Levi[3] show the following
optimal inventory and pricing policy for the single product problem without fixed
ordering cost:
1. At each time t, there exist a constant base-stock level St. If the beginning
inventory level xt < St, it is optimal to make an order and bring the inventory
level to St, otherwise, no order is placed.
2. At each time t, there exist a constant list price pL. If an order is placed, it's
optimal to charge pL, otherwise, it is optimal to charge a price less than ptL.
In this section, we extend above results to the n competitive products case and
show that the optimal policy is similar to the base-stock, list-price policy. The dif-
ference is that the base-stock level for each product is no longer a constant, but a
function of the inventory levels of other products. The list-price structure is still
kept, but when it is optimal not to order, the optimal price charged not only depends
on the initial inventory of the product itself, but also depends on other products'
initial inventory levels. In Section 3.1, we derive the optimality conditions for the
problem using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. In Section 3.2, we segment
the n-dimensional space of the initial inventory levels into 2' regions and derive the
optimal pricing and inventory policy in each region. In Section 3.3 and 3.4, we analyze
the dependence of the pricing and inventory policy on the initial inventory levels.
3.1.1 Optimality Conditions
We start by solving the dynamic programming recursion in (2.12). To characterize
the optimal policy at time t, we use properties of the matrix A and the holding cost
h(.) to prove the following propositions:
Proposition 3.1. At any time period t, t = 1,2,..., T, both vt(xt) and Jt(zt, Pt) are
jointly strict concave.
Once the concavity of this problem is established , we can use KKT condition as
a necessary and sufficient description for the optimal solution. But we first need to
guarantee differentiability:
Proposition 3.2. At any time period t, t = 1,2,..., T, vt(xt) is twice differentiable
almost everywhere in J \ , and Jt(zt, Pt) is twice differentiable in zt almost everywhere.
We construct the Lagrangian for (2.12) as follows:
Lt(zt, Pt, At) = Jt(zt, Pt) + At (zt - AtPt - xt + bt), (3.1)
where the Lagrangian multipliers are At = (Alt,..., Ant)' > 0. Then the KKT condi-
tion can be written as:
bt + Atct - 2Atpt - AtAt = 0, (3.2)
aJtA•i = i = 1, 2,..., n, (3.3)
Ati(zt - AtPt + bt - xt)i = 0, A > 0. (3.4)
(3.2) and (3.3) represent the first-order conditions of the Lagrangian, while (3.4) is
complementary slackness.
Solving for pt in (3.2), we get
1  1 1
Pt 1(At-bt + ct) - At = PL  1 At.  (3.5)2 2 2
From (3.3), we have
S=At 2 , ( (3.6)
From Proposition 1, we know Jt (zt, Pt) is strictly concave, so a•z,) is negative
definite, thus invertible. This implies that each zti is an implicit function of At, with(8zt 92 it -1 (3.7)(At ) (z2o4zt)i
We now show that Jt(zt, Pt) has a structure that is kept throughout the Dynamic
Programming recursion. This property is essential in deriving the optimal pricing
and inventory policy.
Theorem 3.1. For any t = 1,..., T, Jt(zt, Pt) is submodular in zt. Furthermore,
- z• -1 is a competitive matrix.
Pluging in (3.5) and (3.7) into the constraint zt - Apt + bt > xt, we get
At
xt < x + zt(At) + At• , (3.8)
where
x = bt - AtpL (3.9)
is a constant vector.
From (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8), we are able to represent the optimal variable zt, Pt
and the base-stock level as a function of the Lagrange multipliers At. In the next
section, we divide the initial inventory level space into 2n regions corresponding to
the possible values Ati can take.
3.1.2 Segmentation of State Space
We start solving the KKT conditions proposed in the previous section by discussing
the complementary slackness condition in (3.4). To simplify the notation, we first
introduce the concept of submatrix and subvector with respect to index I.
Definition 1. For a square matrix A E Rnxn, define its submatrix with respect to
index I = {i, . . . , i}, m < n to be B = Ai E Rmxm. Each component of B satisfies:
B(k, 1) = A(ik, i1), k,l = 1,2,.. (3.10)
For example, if
3, -1, -1
-1,2.5,-1I
-1,-1,4
(3.11)
and I = {1, 3}, then
A, = 3, -1 .
-1,4
It's easy to see, if A is a competitive matrix, AI is also
We define a similar concept for vectors:
(3.12)
a competitive matrix.
Definition 2. For a vectorx E R n , define its subvector with index I = {il, i2 ,
m < n to be y = xi E Rk. Each component of y satisfies:
y(k) = x(ik).
For example, if
x= 2
3
and I = {1, 3}, then
S= (
24
1)
3
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
.,mI
For a given product i, complementary slackness condition indicates:
Yti = zti if Ati > 0,
Yti > xti if Ati = 0.
(3.16)
(3.17)
For any given subset I C S = {1, 2,..., n}, we let Ati > 0 for all i E I and Ati = 0
for all i E J = S \ I. Complementary slackness conditions yields the following
corresponding initial inventory level region:
XtI = {x : xtI = ztI(At) + AtI + xtI, xtj_ Ztj(At) + (At2 J
has 2n subsets, we've segmented the initial inventory
Figure 3-1 illustrates the four segmented regions for
+ x%} (3.18)
level space into
the two-product
Alt >0.
> 0
Figure 3-1: State segmentation for two-product example
In region Xti, it follows immediately from (3.18) that it is optimal not to order
those products in I since the order-up-to level equals the initial inventory level. And
it is optimal to order any product j not in I, and increase its inventory level from
xtj to the base-stock level: Ytj = ztj(At) + (At t)j + x0 . We can also determine the
Since S
2n regions.
problem.
optimal price from (3.2):
p2 ' (3.19)
PtiJ = p (3.20)
Theorem 3.2 characterizes the optimal pricing and inventory policy at time t.
Theorem 3.2. The optimal pricing and inventory decisions depend on the initial
inventory level of each product at the beginning of period t. There are 2" cases to
discuss, corresponding to every possible subset I C S = {1, 2,..., n}. If the initial
inventory level falls in the region
XtI - {xt : xtI = ztI(At) + AtI + xt ; Xti < (Zt(At) + At + xt)j} (3.21)2 2
it is optimal:
1. Not to order any product i E I and charge a price smaller than the list price
2. Order any product j I, up to
Ytj = ztj(A) + (At -- )j + x j, (3.22)
and charge the list price.
The optimal policy is similar to the base-stock, list-price policy for the single
product problem. But instead of fixed base-stock level, now the base-stock level varies
with At. In the next two sections, we will analyze how the base-stock level and the
optimal price vary with the initial inventory levels and explore how the competitive
relationship affect the optimal policy.
3.1.3 Optimal Inventory Policy
Theorem 3.2 implies the relationship between the non-zero At1 and the the initial
inventory levels of products in I in region Xtl:
XtI = ztI(At) + Ati, + x0i (3.23)
On the other hand, the base-stock level of any product j V I is a function of Ati:
ytj = ztj(At) + (At A-)j + 0tj (3.24)
This indicates that the base-stock level for any product j ý I is an implicit
function of the inventory levels of all the products in I. Indeed, if we can solve
for Ati, as a function of xtI, by using (3.23), and use this function in (3.24), we
will have the optimal base-stock level ytj as a function of xtI. Unfortunately, it
is not easy to determine the explicit function ytj(xtI) due to the structure of the
dynamic programming recursion, however it suffices to analyze how Yt3 changes with
xtI. Theorem 3 states the monotone relationship between the base-stock level, ytj,
and the initial inventory levels, xtI:
Theorem 3.3. Given time period t and product set I, consider the region Xt1 . The
base-stock level ytj for any product j ý I is a function of the initial inventory levels
xti of all products in I. Furthermore, ytj is nonincreasing in xti, Vi E I, Vj E S \ I.
Evidently, Theorem 3.3 is due to the competitive nature of the products. That is,
the more inventory the retailer has from products i E I, the smaller the amount of
product j E J odered by the retailer, since she can use the excess inventory of product
i to cover unsatisfied demand for product j. Similarly, the higher the inventory levels
for all products i E I, the more incentive the retailer has to increase the demand for
these products. This is achieved by charging a price smaller than the list price for
each product in I, (see Theorem 3.2) as well as by limiting the availability of product
jE J.
3.1.4 Optimal Pricing Policy
The dependance of the optimal price on the initial inventory level follows the same
analysis as what we did to the optimal inventory policy. In region XtI, we have:
Pti = p (3.25)
Pt = Pt (3.26)
So if it is optimal to place an order, the retailer will charge the list-price; if it is
optimal not to order, the retailer will charge a price smaller than the list-price. In
addition, the price is a function of the initial inventory levels of all the products for
which it is optimal not to order. Using the relationship between AtI and xtI indicated
by equation (3.23), we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. Given time period t and product set I, consider the region XtI. The
optimal price for any product i E I is nonincreasing in the initial inventory level Xtk,
Vk e I.
For the pricing policy, the major difference between the multi-product case and
the single-product case is that the price for product i E I not only decreases with its
own inventory level, but also decreases with other products' inventory level as long as
it is optimal not to place an order for that product. This is true since, by assumption,
all products are substitutable, and hence excess inventory for any of them will make
other products harder to sell.
Finally, it is important to argue that the optimal pricing policy is such that price
and expected demand are nonnegative. According to Assumption 3 made in Section
3, let
S dE[hti(zti - Eti)] dE[hti(zti - eti)]hti = max{ lim , lim } (3.27)
z -ý+0 dz+i z---CO dzti
be the upper bound of the per-unit holding cost at time t for product i. Then
T
h[t,T]i - thi, (3.28)
T=t
28
is the upper bound on the cost of holding one unit of inventory from time t till the
end of the horizon. We make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.1. bt1 -ain max{pt, (2 cti+ h[t,T]i)} -- ji atij min(2cti, ctj) > 0, where
PL = (A-1 b + c). (3.29)
i.e., at time t if we charge product i at a high price equal to the maximum of: 1)
its list price; 2)cost of holding it till the end of the horizon plus double its ordering
cost; and charge other product at a low price equal to the minimum of 1) double
product i's ordering cost and 2) its ordering cost; there is still nonnegative demand
for product i. This assumption is valid when the products are not fully substitutable,
so charging a relatively high price for product i won't decrease its expected demand
to O.
To guarantee positive demand, we also need to add an assumption on the support
of eti:
Assumption 3.2. The support of ei is no less than
-(bti - atiipL - Z atij cj), Vi (3.30)
j#i
Note that from Assumption 4, we know (3.30) is negative, so there exists e with
E[e] = 0 that satisfies Assumption 5.
Given ordering cost ct, we can further develop some simple criteria to verify
Assumption 4:
Lemma 3.1. Let Kt be a positive integer big enough such that h[t,T]i is bounded by
Ktcti, for any i. If matrix At satisfies:
ici + ati Kt + 1 c > 0; (3.31)
and vector bt in the demand function satisfies:
bti < (2Kt + 3)(atiicti + atijctj) (3.32)
jsi
bti > (Kt + 2)(atiicti) + E atij min(ctj, 2cti), (3.33)
then Assumption 4 is satisfied.
By definition, bt is the expected demand when every product is free. So (3.31)
implies that, if we charge product i at its ordering cost, and other products j at 2Kt+3Kt+2
times its ordering cost, the demand for product i is still less than the case when every
product is free. This happens when product i's demand is more sensitive to its own
price than its competitors. (3.32) implies that if we charge every product (2Kt + 3)
times its ordering cost, there is not going to be demand for any of them. Finally,
(3.33) implies that if we charge product i at (Kt + 2) times its ordering cost and other
products at their ordering cost, there is still demand for product i.
Under Assumption 4 and 5, we can prove that the optimal price is bounded and
the demand under the optimal price is nonnegative.
Theorem 3.5. Under Assumption 1-5, the optimal price is bounded by:
cti _ Pt*i < P (3.34)
and the demand under the optimal price is always nonnegative.
The proof for Theorem 3.5 is constructive. We assume the price for certain prod-
uct(s) is less than its ordering cost, and show that by increasing the price by a
marginal amount, the revenue gain outweigh the cost increase, thus contradicting the
fact that this price is optimal. Once we've established the lower and upper bound of
the optimal price, we can find the lower bound on E[Dtl = bt - Atpt, thus by assign-
ing an appropriate support for Et, we obtain positive demand under every possible
price decision. The detailed proof can be found in the Appendix.
Chapter 4
Numerical Example
4.1 Numerical Example
To illustrate our results, we study a retailer selling three competitive products with
3, -0.5, -0.5
At = -0.5,4,-1 , Vt= 1,2,3. (4.1)
-0.5,-1, 4
We assume the expected demand when price is zero is bt = (20, 35, 25)' and eti are
i.i.d. truncated normal random variables with mean 0 and cr = 5, i = 1,2,3. The
unit ordering cost is ct = (1, 1.2, 1)'. We assume that the holding and backorder cost
has the following form
hti(yti- Dti) = Hti'(yti- Dti) + Bti (ti- Dti)- +exp(Iyti-Dti )-1 Vt = 1, 2, 3, (4.2)
with per unit holding cost Ht = (0.1, 0.3, 0.1) and per unit backorder cost Bt = (2, 4, 2)
for every product. We use a planning horizon of three periods and let the discount
factor 7 = 0.9.
Figure 2 shows the behavior of product 3's base-stock level, b3, as a function of
the initial inventory levels of product 1, xl, and product 2, x2. We can see that
the state space of x1 and x2 can be divided into 4 regions. In region A, i.e., when
xl < 11.05, x2 < 15.85, b3 is a constant and this is the case where it is optimal to
order both products 1 and 2. In this case, the inventory levels of products 1 and 2
are not enough to affect product 3's base-stock level.
In region B, i.e., x1 > 11.05 and x2 is less than its base-stock level, the base-stock
level of product 3 is a decreasing function of xl. In this case, it is optimal to order
only products 2 and 3.
In region C, i.e., x 2 > 15.85 and xl is less than its base-stock level, the base-stock
level of product 3 is a decreasing function of x2. In this case, it is optimal to order
only products 1 and 3.
Finally, in in the last region, region D, i.e., when inventory level for both product
1 and 2 is high, the base-stock level of product 3 is a decreasing function of both xz
and x2. In this case, it is optimal to order only product 3.
Figure 3 provides information about the optimal price of product 1, as a function
of the its own initial inventory level and the initial inventory level of product 2. To
draw a three dimensional graph, we only consider the case where I = {1, 2}, i.e., it
is always optimal to place an order for product 3, so product 3's initial inventory
level won't affect product 1's optimal price. Similarly to Figure 2, we see that the
space covered by the initial inventory levels of product 1 and 2 can be divided into 4
regions. In region A, i.e., when x1 < 11.05, x2 < 15.85, the retailer charges list-price
for product 1 since in this case it is optimal to order both products 1 and 2.
In region B, i.e., xz > 11.05 and x2 is less than its base-stock level, the optimal
price of product 1 is a decreasing function of xl. In this case, it is optimal to order
only product 2, and product 2's initial inventory level won't affect product 1's price.
In region C, i.e., x 2 > 15.85 and xl is less than its base-stock level, we still charge
list-price for product 1, since it is optimal to place an order for it.
Finally, in in the last region, region D, i.e., when the inventory level for both
product 1 and 2 is high, the optimal price of product 1 is a decreasing function of
both x1 and x2.
Figure 4 compares the expected profit achieved by managing the products jointly
relative to expected profit when each product is managed independently of the others.
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Figure 4-1: Base-stock level of product 3 with different initial inventory levels of
product 1 and 2
We assume that at the beginning of the planning horizon, the retailer has no inventory
of any product. We vary two elements in the matrix A, a12 and a13 from 0 to 1. Notice
that higher aij implies stronger relationship between product i and j. The x - y
plane in Figure 4.1 corresponds to the base case with 100% of the expected profit
over the three-period horizon if the products are managed independently, i.e., we set
a12 = a13 = a23 = 0. The z axis represent the profit as a percentage of the base case.
We can see that by exploring the competitive relationship among the products, the
retailer can gain additional profit. Moreover, the stronger the relationship between
the products, the higher the benefit from managing the products jointly.
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Figure 4-2: Optimal price of product 1 with different initial inventory levels of product
1 and 2
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the joint pricing and inventory decision problem for a
single retailer selling n competitive products with demand diversion among products.
We model the retailer's decision making process as a dynamic program and derive
the optimality condition for the DP recursion at time t. By exploring the competitive
matrix property, we are able to characterize the optimal policy as a modified base-
stock, list-price policy. More specifically, we can divide the state space of the initial
inventory levels into 2n regions, corresponding to every subset I of the n products. For
every product in I, it is optimal not to order, and charge a price that is nonincreasing
with the initial inventory level of every product in I. For every product not in I, it is
optimal to order up to its base-stock level and charge the list-price. The base-stock
level is nonincreasing with the initial inventory level of every product in I.
Our result explains the effect of competition within products on the retailer's
decision making: managing them jointly by considering the competition effect of
the product can significantly increase expected profit over managing the products
independently of each other.
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Appendix A
Proofs
Most of our proofs depend on the structure of the competitive matrix A. We first list
a series of lemmas on properties of A. Some of them are very simple, so we omit the
proof.
Lemma A.1. If A is a strict competitive matrix, A is positive definite.
Lemma A.2. If A is a strict competitive matrix, A is invertible and A - 1 is nonneg-
ative.
Lemma A.3. Let A be a competitive matrix, D = diag{dl,...,d,} with di > 0,
i = 1,... , n, then (A- 1 + D)- 1 is a competitive matrix.
Proof. We first prove the case where D = diag{d, 0,..., 0}. It's easy to verify that
(A - 1 + D)- = A + M, where M(i, j) = d (blib 13). Now we prove A + M is also
a competitive matrix. Let C = A + M, we know
cij = aij - alialj. (A.1)1+ aild
We discuss the sign of cij in the following four cases:
1. Let the first row of C to be cl, let the first row of A to be al, then we have
C =- 1 •a-lld a,. (A.2)
Since 1 - nd > 0, the sign of cl satisfies the competitive matrix definition.l+alld
2. cij, i c j, j > 1, i > 1:
In this case we have aliali < 0, so
(A.3)
3. cil, i > 1:
and
Cil =- ail - a l =
1 + ald
and )
- d ali < 0.
1 + al1d
(A.4)
d
cii = ai - aliali
1 + a,,d
and1+ad ai > 0,I1+ alld)
where the first inequality follows from the fact that ali = ail < aii.
So we've shown the sign of cij satisfies the competitive matrix definition. Next we
show that C is diagonal dominant. Since we know the sign of each cij, it reduces to
show
•cii > 0
j=1
Vi= 1,...,n. (A.6)
In fact,
j=1
n
= Zaij +
j=1
Sdali 
)1 + anld j=1
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
n
E aij
j=1
> 0.
Thus, diagonal dominance holds.
Then we can write (B-1 + D)-1 as
(B-' + D, + D2 +... + Dn)-1 = (((B- 1 + D1)' - 1 + D2 + ... + D) - , (A.10)
4. ci, i > 1:
(A.5)
d
cij = aij - a l ib lj < aij < 0.1 + a,,d
with Di = diag{O..., di,..., 0}. Since we've shown that (B-1 +D 1)-' is competitive,
((B-' + Di)- 1)- 1 + D2 has similar structure as (B- 1 + D)- 1, so we can do this
repeatedly and prove (B-' + D)- 1 is competitive. U Ol
Proof of Proposition 3.1
Proof. We prove by induction. Since A is competitive, from Lemma A.1 and the
assumption on the inventory cost h(.), it's easy to see
JT(z,p) = bT-p+cT-ATp-p.ATp-CTbT + CT-x-CT'Z - E[hT(z-6E)] (A.11)
is strictly concave. Assume Jt is concave, since we are maximizing a concave function
on a convex domain:
vt(x) = maxJt(zt,pt) (A.12)
s.t zt - AtPt Ž> xt - bt, (A.13)
by "Concavity Preservation Under Maximization", ([9]), we conclude vt(x) is convex.
In the dynamic recursion at time t - 1:
Jt-1(zt-, Pt-1) = bt- " Pt-1 + Ct- At-lPt-- Pt-1 -At-iPt- 1  (A.14)
- ct-+bt-1 + ct-.1 xt-l - ct-1 "Zt--1 - E[ht- 1 (z - e)]
+ yE[vt(zt- 1 - Et-1)], (A.15)
using induction assumption, we know the part 'yE[vt(zt- 1 - e)] is concave in zt-1.
It's easy to see Jt-l(zt- 1 , pt-1) is jointly strict concave. N Ol
In order to prove Proposition 3.2, we need to use the property of strict comple-
mentary slackness:
Lemma A.4. Strict Complimentary Slackness in (3.4) holds almost everywhere.
Proof. Let S = {1,2,...,n}, I C S. Consider the 2' cases corresponding to each
possible I:
1. I = S, i.e. Ati > 0 for all i = 1,..., n, strict complementary slackness automat-
ically holds.
2. I = 0, i.e. At = 0, from (3.2), we know p = pL, from (3.3), we know
oJ,0 = Ai - t (A.16)8zti
So zt is the stationary point of Jt. Since Jt is strictly concave, we know zt
is unique. The violation of strict complementary slackness requires: 3i, s.t.
xti = zti + •4 aijp . So the set of xt that violate the strict complementary
slackness property is a n - 1 dimensional space, thus has measure 0 in R\.
3. I C S, from (3.18), we have
AtI + 2A-l'(ztI - xtI + AtIdtI + btI) = 0. (A.17)
Combine Ai = 0, i ý I and Ai = -~ , we have
O Jt
= 0 i o I (A.18)
Jzth -_ 2A-1 (zt - xti + Atidt, + vtI) = 0. (A.19)
ztI tI
The solution zt for the above equations is the stationary point of Jt = Jt -
2A- 1 (zt - xtI + AtidtI + btI) -ztI. From Lemma A.1, we know A- 1 is also
positive definite. So Jt is a strictly concave function of zt. Thus, given any
xtI, ztI is unique. The violation of strict complementary slackness requires:
3i E Ic, s.t. xti = zti -+ j aij Pt. So fix xtI, the set of xt that violate the strict
complementary slackness property is a JIl - 1 dimensional space. Thus the set
of all xt that violate the strict complementary slackness property is a n - 1
dimensional space, which has measure 0 in R\.
Proof of Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1
Note that if - at is a competitive matrix, using Lemma A.2, we know
(ai t  " )is a negative matrix, so Jt(zt, Pt) is submodular in zt. So we only need to
prove differentiability and - a2t is competitive. We prove by induction: in
the first step of the dynamic programming recursion,
JT(ZT, PT) = bT PT + CT ATPT - PT -ATPT - CTbN + CT XT - 0~:24
- E[hT(ZT - ET)] (A.21)
TiZ = diag{ hl h,.. }. (A.22)
So JT(ZT, PT) is twice differentiable and - ( )- is competitive. Assume Jt(x)
also has these properties. Given the initial inventory levels corresponding to I E S,
using KKT condition, we have
ztI(A) - dtI + AtI- At btI = xtI (A.23)2
Since strict Complimentary Slackness conditions hold almost everywhere, from [5],
we know the optimal values zti, Pti and the lagrangian multipliers are differentiable in
xti. Furthermore, if Ati = 0, , = 0 for any j . Fix an index k E I, take derivative
with respect to Xtk on both sides of (A.23) we get
( (zt (At-)I At, (At• = (A.24)
, At , Ztk t2 A• -tk 1
i.e.
/At 8,t At+" (A.25)
43
From Envelope theorem, we know
avt axt
axti (9xti
( iOVt
Oxti axtj
= - )tj
= - diag{h"_,1,..., h" 1,,} + I ( ((d +
i.e. both vt and Jt-i are twice differentiable.
Also from the induction assumption, we know (At
Atl
2
= - (•t•) -1
petitive matrix, so at ) is also a competitive matrix. Hence we have
02 Jt§ -1
= dinag{h"_lj
,
Let D = diag{ht-1, ... , h",t_ }, B = (-)I + A_, then from Lemma A.3, we know
(O 2Jti9ztj
- o oz3  is competitive. U
Proof of Theorem 3.3 and 3.4
Given a initial inventory level region corresponding to I, Let J = S \ I be the set
of products for which it is optimal to order. For any product j E J, the order-up-to
level, i.e. the base-stock level satisfies:
Ytj = ztj() + (At))j + j (A.30)
Fix any i E I, we take the derivative with respect to xti on both sides of (A.30)
ytj=
kEl
(A.31)+ 1 ajkt OAtk
and
(A.26)
Atj
2
( 2Jt_1
q zti 9zt3.
(A.27)
(A.28)
is a com-
(A.29)... ,h, + +Atht1,j I OA)I+
( ( zt)=-I)
We'v proed hat { ° Jr  -1We've proved that Z= - is a competitive matrix. Since j I, k E I,
we must have - - < 0 and atjk < 0. Also we have 9xzt = +( ej is aa0,k - oxtj aAt 2
nonnegative vector. Thus a < 0. So the optimal order up level for any product
j E J is nonincreasing in product i E I for all i E I.
From (3.2), we know
t --- • 0 Vi, k E (A.32)
ztk x tk -
So the optimal price for any product i E I is nonincreasing in the initial inventory
level of any product k E I, for all k E I. U
Proof of Theorem 3.5
Suppose at time t, the optimal policy is (y*, p*), and there exist i, such that
pi < 0. Let I = {i : pi < 0} denote the product set where the optimal policy is
negative. Consider the new pricing policy as follows:
pi = p*+Ap Vi EI (A.33)
PSi = p* Vi ' I (A.34)
i.e., we increase the price for all the products with negative price by Ap, and it will
affect the demand for each product i as follows:
Ai = D* - E aijAp (A.35)
jEI
Since the price elasticity matrix is diagonal dominant, i.e.
aii > 0, aij < 0, (A.36)
aii > Z aij (A.37)
j#i
we know that by increasing the price of product i E I, we decrease its demand by
(aii + j •l,jhs aij)Ap and increase the demand for product i g I by Ej,,(-aij)Ap.
Consider the following inventory policy:
1. For product i E I, set aside (aii + E•jI,j3i aij)Ap inventory at time t and hold
it till maturity. By doing so, we encounter a holding cost which is less than or
equal to
h[t,T]i(aii + 3 aij)Ap (A.38)
jEI,j i
2. For product i V I, order Ei, aijAp more. By doing so, we encounter an
ordering cost of
cs( (-aij)Ap) (A.39)
jEI
It's easy to see that, under this policy the initial inventory level at time t + 1 remains
the same as the optimal case, i.e. Yt+l = yt*+. So if we follow the optimal policy from
t + 1 onwards, we get the profit change:
rt -7r >3 E{iD% - p'Df} - h[t,T]i(aGi + E aij)Ap (A.40)
i=1 iEI jEI,jTi
- cs( (-aij)Ap) (A.41)
i€I jE1
= { (-P) (aii + E aij)Ap + ApDi - (a%, + > aij)Ap2(~.42)
El L jEI,joi jEI,ji )
+ >pi * >(-aij)Ap - E h[t,T]i(aii + E aij)Ap (A.43)
i.I jEI iEI jEl
- ci E(-aij)Ap (A.44)
sZI jEI
S> -Pi)(ai( + E aij)Ap + ApD} + Ep E(-aj3 )AkA.45)
iEI jEI,joi i 3I jEI
S- h[t,T]aAp - > ci E(-aij)Ap (A.46)
iEI iI jEIl
+ > h[t,T]i > (-a j)Ap - (asi + > asj)Ap2  (A.47)
iEI jEI,jTi jIl,j#i
We can choose a very small price increase Ap > 0, such that
(aii + E aij)Ap2 < h[t,T]i E (-aij)Ap (A.48)
jEI jEI,jai
then we have
it - 7t >_ EApD - E D h[t,T]iaiAp - Eci E(-aij)Ap (A.49)
iEl iEI iI jEI
Replace Di using
n
D = b - ai 3pj (A.50)
j=1
We can expand (A.49) to be
it- ir 5 Ap(bi - aiip - E aijp) - h,T] ii Ap (A.51)
iEI jfi iEI
- E cj E(-aij)Ap (A.52)
iOI jEI
=Ap bi - hl(,TJiaj + 5 aij cj (A.53)
iEI j.jI,j i
+APE(-Pi)(ai + E a) + ApE (-aij)p (A.54)
iEI j] i,jEl iEI \I /l
By diagonal dominance, we know
aii + E aij > 0 (A.55)
joi
so the two terms in (A.54) is positive. Also we have
E aijc3  -aiicj Ž -aiiCt (A.56)
jiI,j i
According to Assumption 4, we have
bi - h[t,r]iaii + 1 aijcj > bŽ - aii(h[t,T]i + Ct) > 0 (A.57)
jiI,jfi
So the term in (A.53) is nonnegative. So we have
-it - 7rt > 0 (A.58)
which contradicts the fact that (y*, p*) is optimal.
Similar technique can be used to show that the expected demand under optimal
price is nonnegative. Let pL = 1(A-lb+ c), then any optimal price p* should satisfy
pi < pi (A.59)
Since the condition in Theorem 1 holds, the expected demand for product i must
satisfy
n
Di = bi - E ajp _ bi - aiipF (A.60)
j=1
So we only need to show that if the optimal price is p* = pL, p*j = 0 for all j = i,
then D (pi = pL, pj = 0) > 0. Assume this is not true, consider a new policy as
follows:
1. Decrease the price for product i by Ap, i.e. Pig = pi - Ap this will increase the
demand of product i by aiiAp.
2. Order agiAp more of product i.
Then the profit change under the new policy is
rt - 7rt = PiDb - piDi - ciaiiAp (A.61)
= (pi - ci)ajiAp - ApDj - aijAp2 (A.62)
From Assumption 4, we have
bti - atiicti > bti - atiiCt 2 0. (A.63)
So we have bt > Atct. Since At1 is a nonnegative matrix, we have
1 1
pL (A-lb + c) > I(A-1Ac + c) = c. (A.64)2 -•
So if we choose Ap > 0 to be very small, (A.62)> 0, which contradicts the fact that
p* is optimal.
